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News regarding release of HTC new model EVO 4G LTE is covering the pages of the sites. HTC
EVO is heard to get released by the mid of this month with Sprint as the carrier. Now, another news
grooving around web is that customers will receive gifts upon online purchase of the handset at Best
Buy.

Getting started from today, the customers will receive a Best Buy gift voucher worth $50 on
purchase of EVO 4G LTE. The offer is valid through any Best Buy retailer, online at BestBuy.com or
offline from Best Buy Mobile stores. Consumers are allowed to take advantage of such offer till 7th
of July. Time span is quite adequate so the customers can take full benefit of the proffer. HTC latest
handset will be arriving to market on May 18th and the cost of the same has been declared as
$199.99. The latter is applicable with two-year contract with the carrier or upgrading scheme.

To this, the Vice President of Best Buyâ€™s Connectivity Business Group for retailing Scott Anderson
stated that the company has come up with such schemes to support Sprint as well as HTC
attracting more consumers on their side. â€œThe schemes at Best Buy will attract the customers and
will give them chances to shop from Best Buy mobile retailer for their future smartphones,
accessories and best plansâ€•, said Anderson. Gift Voucher obtained on buying HTC EVO can be used
by customers when they shop next from Best Buy. $50 coupon gifted to the consumers will help in
lessening the price of the next handset or Sprint device by same. This offer is valid till June 2nd.

Coming to HTC EVO 4G LTE features, the phone is equipped with 4.7 inch screen along with HD
Display. EVO 4G is running Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich system and is exclusive to Sprint.
Engine of the phone is maintained by 1.5GHz dual core processor. Rear camera of the phone bears
8MP of resolution where front camera is of 1.3MP. What is more, a battery bearing 2000mAh power
is provided along. Adding to all these facets the phone has brought up with in-built kickstand plus
Beats Audio facility.

Find the amazing androind smartphone with best offers â€“ htc sensation xe deals @
http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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